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Abstract: 

Anode-supported solid oxide fuel cells consisting of nickel-gadolinium doped ceria (NiO-CGO, 

60:40 wt%) anode, gadolinium doped ceria (CGO) electrolyte and lanthanum strontium cobaltite 

ferrite-gadolinium doped ceria (LSCF-CGO) cathode are developed and operated under single-

chamber conditions, utilizing methane/air mixture. The cell performance is optimized regarding 

the electrolyte microstructure, cathode composition and testing conditions. The performance of 

the cell improves with the decrease of the thickness of the electrolyte and the increase of the ratio 

of methane to oxygen. The test cell with LSCF-CGO cathode (70:30 wt%) that was sintered at 

1100 oC for 2 h and 150 µm dense electrolyte exhibits the maximum power output of ∼ 260 mW 

cm-2 at 600oC in CH4/O2=2 atmosphere. 
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1. Introduction 

Single-chamber solid oxide fuel cells (SC-SOFCs) have received many attentions in recent years, 

due to their simplified reactor configuration and capability for quick start-up [1-5]. They have 

potential applications as micropower generator for portable devices and co-generation of 

electricity and synthesis gases [6, 7]. Because they operate on fuel-air mixture, one way to 

minimize the gas phase reaction that would reduce the electrical efficiency is to adopt fuels with 

high chemical stability such as hydrocarbons with low carbon numbers, especially methane; 

another way is to reduce the operation temperature. Usually the operating principle of SC-SOFC 

is based on the selective catalytic activities of the electrodes towards the fuel/oxygen mixture. 

The anode must be aimed at the partial oxidation of fuel as well as electrochemically catalytic 



oxidation of H2 and CO, while the cathode must be aimed at the oxygen electrochemically 

catalytic reduction. During the last years, a number of studies have been reported with the results 

of different kinds of electrode materials used in SC-SOFC. The most commonly used anode 

material is cermet with nickel and the electrolyte material and it has been proven to be as a very 

efficient catalyst for fuel [8-10]. For cathode material, LSM is one of the common cathode 

materials used in SC-SOFC. However, it is limited to high-temperature applications (> 800 oC), 

at which an acceptable performance can be realized [11]. In addition to LSM, mixed ionic 

electronic conductors (MIEC) such as SSC, LSCF, BSCF are considered to be an ideal candidate 

because of their extended triple phase boundaries (TPBs) [12-16]. Our previous work has shed 

some lights onto the above mentioned materials under methane/air mixture [17]. The result 

showed that LSM is not suitable for SC-SOFC because of its very high polarization resistance, 

whereas SCC and BSCF are not stable under single chamber conditions during long time use. 

LSCF has suitable conductivity and good stability under methane/air mixtures so it seems to be 

the most promising cathode material in SC-SOFC. Electrolyte is another important component of 

SC-SOFC. Initially, research in the SC-SOFC is focused on the Y0.08Zr0.92O1.96 (YSZ) electrolyte 

cells [18-20]. However, it requires high operating temperatures to obtain high ionic conductivity, 

thus resulting in several problems for the cells: undesirable chemical reactions between cell 

components, aging of components and thermal expansion mismatch, thus accelerating the 

decrease of the cell performance. To reduce the operating temperature, good ionic conductor 

such as La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.8Mg0.2O3 (LSGM) and ceria doped with gadolinium (CGO) or samarium 

(CSO) are selected as electrolyte materials [21-23]. LSGM is not widely used as electrolyte, 

because it may present serious chemical reactions with electrodes. CGO or CSO seems to be the 

most promising electrolyte for SC-SOFC operating at intermediate temperatures (500-700oC). 



Among the various geometries of SC-SOFC, many investigations have shown that anode-

supported cells could provide good performance due to the reducing of the electrolyte thickness 

and thus the ohmic losses [19, 24, 25]. Anode-supported cells exhibited the highest power output 

reported so far in SC-SOFC technology [26] and were operated at temperatures down to 200 oC 

[27].  Moreover, since a fuel-air mixture gas is always used in SC-SOFCs, it is reasonable to 

prepare porous thin film electrolyte using low-cost fabrication methods such as screen printing 

and tape casting. Suzuki et al. prepared a porous YSZ electrolyte film with the thickness of 18 

µm on NiO-YSZ anode substrate by screen printing [28]. The open porosity of the YSZ 

electrolyte film was about 23%. The observed OCV ranged from 680 to 780 mV, depending on 

the gas flow rate at 600oC. For comparison, a cell with dense film electrolyte showed OCVs of 

more than 800 mV under the same conditions. The authors described this difference as due to the 

diffusing of the formed hydrogen and CO from the anode to the cathode through the porous 

electrolyte. Nevertheless, the peak power density reached about 200 and 600 mW cm-2 at gas 

flow rate of 300 and 900 ml min-1, respectively. In our previous work, the anode-supported fuel 

cells were prepared with NiO-CGO anode pellets, screen printed CGO electrolytes and LSCF-

CGO (LSCF/CGO=70/30) composite cathode. The thicknesses of the obtained porous film 

electrolyte were varied from 20µm to 50µm respectively. At 600oC for Rmix=0.6, the maximum 

power density was improved from 60 to 160 mW cm-2 [29].  

Because of the complexity of the SC-SOFC, it is difficult to make a reasonable comparison with 

the reported results in the literature due to the discrepancy in materials, testing conditions and 

even cell dimensions (e.g electrode size). To further optimize the performance of the cell in our 

testing bench conditions, we present the recent results concerning anode-supported SC-SOFC 

with CGO electrolyte, Ni-CGO anode and LSCF-CGO cathode. In this study, a dense electrolyte 



is prepared through a dry-pressing/sintering process. The performance of the cell was compared 

with the one in previous work using porous electrolyte. The cathode composition, sintering 

parameters and testing conditions were also optimized to obtain a peak power density. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials and Cell Preparation 

All the materials used in the fuel cells are commercial powders from Fuel Cell Materials. 

Gadolinium doped ceria Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-δ (CGO) is used for the electrolyte, and also as one 

component in electrodes. La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ (LSCF) and NiO powders are selected as 

another composition in the electrodes.  

The fuel cell employed in this study is in anode-supported thin-film electrolyte configuration. 

The anode powder is a mixture of NiO (60wt%) and CGO (40wt%). A dry-pressing/sintering 

method was adopted in order to fabricate the anode-supported CGO bi-layer pellets. These green 

dual-layer pellets resulting from dry pressing were fired first at 500 oC for 2h, and then at 1200 

oC for 4h, 1400 oC for additional 2h in air, to achieve the densification of the electrolyte layer 

and good connection between the dual layers. The thickness of the electrolyte is controlled by 

adding different amount of CGO powders during pressing. The cathode powders (LSCF + CGO) 

with different compositions (50:50, 60:40, 70:30, and 80:20 wt%) were first mixed with a binder 

(ESL V400, 0.5g per gram of powder) and solvent (ESL T404, eight drops per gram of powder) 

and then homogenized and disagglomerated in a rolling mill. The resulting ink was screen-

printed on the electrolyte surface of the fresh dual-layer membranes, and then calcined at 1000oC, 

1050 oC and 1100 oC for 2h, respectively.  Three cathodes with effective geometric surface area 

of 0.36, 0.95 and 2.27 cm2 respectively were prepared in order to evaluate the influence of the 



electrode area on the cell’s power density. Finally, a gold mesh was screen-printed on the 

cathode with a commercial gold ink (ESL 8880-H) as the current collector. The typical thickness 

of the obtained anode-supported SC-SOFCs is about 1mm for anode, 150µm for electrolyte and 

30µm for cathode. 

2.2 Fuel cell performance test 

The experimental set up is similar to the one that is described elsewhere [29]. An in situ 

reduction mode of the anode is employed in this work according to the findings by D. Rembelski 

et al. [29]. Generally before electrochemical performance test, 10% methane diluted in nitrogen 

(10:90) is introduced into the reactor for 3 min and then switched to a mixed atmosphere of CH4-

O2-N2 (20:10:70) with Rmix=2 for 15 min at 700 oC, to get the fully reduction of the NiO in the 

anode. The performances of the single cell are measured at furnace temperature between 500 and 

600 oC. The ratio of methane to oxygen (Rmix) is varied from 0.6 to 2.0 as controlled by mass 

flow controllers (BROOKS Smart ⅡMass Flow). 

For all the experiments performed in methane/air/nitrogen mixtures, oxygen is fixed at 10% 

(V/V) in order to avoid the flammability area of methane. The total gas flow is set at 30 L h-1 for 

cells test. 

2.3 Characterization 

The microstructures of the electrode and electrolyte were characterized using a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-6500).  

For the measurement of electrochemical properties, gold wire and gold mesh were applied as 

current collectors on both sides of the complete fuel cells. Polarization curves were obtained 

using a 4-probe technique with Keithley 2400 to eliminate the effect of the wire resistances. Two 



identical cells were prepared and measured separately. Each measurement was repeated three 

times and the mean value was used to evaluate the cell performance. 

 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1 Microstructure of the cell 

Figure 1 shows the detail micrographs of the SC-SOFC after the measurements in the methane 

and oxygen mixed atmospheres. Obviously the cross-section of the cell consists of three layers, 

the Ni-CGO cermet anode, the CGO electrolyte and the LSCF-CGO (LSCF/CGO=70/30) 

composite cathode (Fig.1a). The thickness of the electrolyte is about 150 µm, and the cathode is 

about 30 µm. The electrodes are well adhered on the electrolyte surface. Fig.1b, c and d show the 

magnified view of the electrolyte, surface of the cathode and anode, respectively. It is observed 

that the CGO electrolyte prepared by dry pressing method exhibits a dense microstructure after 

sintered at 1400oC for 2 hours (Fig. 1b). The morphology of LSCF powders is irregular with 

some agglomeration. The particle size are about 2-3 µm and the CGO particles are about 300-

400nm, which are dispersed homogeneously on the LSCF particle surface (Fig. 1c). For the 

anode that is sintered at 1400 oC for 2 hours, a microstructure with moderate porosity and well-

necked particles was formed (Fig. 1d). The mean particle size is about 1 µm and slight 

aggregation of the particles was observed.  

3.2 Performance of the cell 

3.2.1 The effect of the electrolyte thickness 

The test cells with cathode area of 0.36 cm2 were investigated to optimize the electrolyte 

thickness. Figure 2 shows the I-V and I-P curves of the SC-SOFC cells. The measurement was 

performed at 600 oC under a mixing gas of Rmix=2. The OCV was found to remain about 0.88 V 



and no significant change is observed, but the power density decreased dramatically with the 

increase of CGO thickness from 150 µm to 300 µm. The maximum power density of 260 mW 

cm-2 was obtained at CGO thickness of 150 µm. As the thickness increased to 230 and 300 µm, 

the maximum power density decreased to 178 and 162 mW cm-2, respectively. As it is expected, 

the improvement of the SOFC performance is due to the reduction of electrolyte ohmic loss. 

Currently, it is difficult to obtain an electrolyte thinner than 150 µm using the dry-pressing 

method. Therefore, in the following work, the thickness of the electrolyte was fixed at 150 µm 

and the influence of the cathode microstructure on the cell performance is further investigated. 

3.2.2 The effect of the cathode sintering temperatures 

It is well known that sintering temperature has remarkable influence on the microstructure of the 

electrode, which in turn has remarkable effects on the cell performance. There are two 

microstructure factors that govern the cell performance. One of them is the connectivity of the 

electrode particles.  Obviously a well-developed connection among electrode particles will pave 

the way for electrons and oxygen ions that pass through the electrode and electrode/electrolyte 

interface. Porosity is another important factor, as the pores facilitate the gas diffusion and at the 

same time increase the number of active reaction sites. The effects of sintering temperatures on 

the output of cells are compared in Fig. 3. It can be seen, the power density increases with the 

sintering temperature of the cathode. The best performance is obtained when the sintering 

temperature of LSCF-CGO cathode is 1100 oC. This result can be explained by the 

microstructure evolution of LSCF-CGO cathodes with sintering temperature (Fig.4). A loose 

agglomerated feature with inhomogeneous porous structure has been observed in the LSCF-CGO 

cathodes that were sintered at low temperatures such as 1000 and 1050 oC. The weak connection 

between particles increases the resistance of bulk/surface diffusion of oxygen species as well as 



electron transfer through the porous cathode. After sintering at 1100 oC for two hours, a 

microstructure with good connection between the electrode particles and moderate porous 

structure can be observed and thus results in the improved cell performance. 

3.2.3 The effect of the cathode thickness 

Three cells with respectively one, two and three layers cathode sintered at 1100 oC were prepared 

by screen printing method. The effect of cathode thickness on the cell performance at different 

current densities was investigated. The optimal power density was obtained for the cell with two 

layers cathode (Fig.5). Further increase of the cathode thickness leads to the rapid decreaced of 

performance. Figure 6 gives the cross-section micrograph of the cells with one and two cathode 

layers after the test in the SC-SOFC measurement system. It can be seen that the thickness of one 

and two layers are about 15µm and 30µm, respectively. Unfortunately, the cathode with three 

layers was peered off after the test. Considering the good repeatability of screen-printing 

technique, we propose that the thickness of the three layers cathode is about 45 µm. Considering 

the combined effect of the number of reaction active site (RAS, which is propotional to the 

cathode thickness) and the gas diffusion depth in the porous cathode, a cathode with suitable 

thickness must ensure enough RAS, and at the same time to make sure that the reaction gas can 

penetrate through the cathode. With the increase of the cathode thickness however, the ohm 

resistance of the cathode increases, and the gas diffusion becomes difficult [30]. The combined 

effects result in optimized cell performance when the cathode thickness is ∼30 µm.  

3.2.4 The effect of cathode composition 

Figure 7 shows the OCV and power density of the cells with various cathode compositions as a 

function of current density. The power density increases with the CGO content, reaches a 

maximum at 30 wt% CGO, and then decreases with the further increase of CGO content. The 



OCV is about 0.9V and shows no dependance on the CGO composition. The effect of CGO 

contents on cell performance can be understood, considering the catalytic properties of the 

composite cathode. An increase of CGO content in LSCF may provide additional oxygen ions 

transfer path in the composite cathode, which inturn reduce the ion transfer resistance and 

improve the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) [31-33]. An further increase of CGO content 

however will interrupt the connection between the LSCF particles and decrease the conductivity 

[34]. As a result, the performance begin to decrease as the CGO content is over 30wt% in the 

composite cathode.  

3.2.5 The effect of testing temperature 

The working temperature has significant effect on the cell performance. In the case of CGO 

electrolyte, for T > 700 oC, a sizeable electronic conductivity takes place. This causes a decrease 

of the OCV, thus reduce the power density. Considering these factors, a moderate testing 

temperature range 500-600oC was chosen. In our experiment, the testing temperature refers to 

the furnace temperature (Tf). Due to the exothermic effect of methane oxidation reaction, as 

reported by Rembelski et al. [29] and Hibino and al. [35], the actual temperature on the electrode 

(Te) is different from Tf. Fig. 8 shows overheat temperatures (∆T= Te-Tf) on the anode cermet 

side and cathode side for different Rmix gas system at set (furnace) temperatures. A 35-50 oC 

overheating is found for anode cermet as shown in Fig.8a. At high temperatures (above 550 oC), 

the tendency of increasing overheat temperature with Rmix is maintained. The overheating effect 

on cathode in Fig. 8b is smaller than that on cermet anode, and exhibits opposite tendency with 

Rmix above 550 oC. At 500 oC, the ∆T on the cermet and cathode exhibits no obvious change with 

Rmix. 



The influence of the test temperature on the cell performance is shown in Fig.9. It can be 

observed that the maximum power density increases from 121 to 260 mW cm-2 as the furnace 

temperature increases from 500 to 600 oC. At the same time, there is an apparent decrease in the 

OCV with the increase of the temperature. At 500 oC an OCV of 0.94V can be obtained. Upon 

raising the furnace temperature to 600 oC, the OCV decreases to 0.88V. This is due to the 

deteriorated selectivity of the electrodes and the promoted catalytic activity of the cathode 

towards methane chemical oxidation reaction with the increase temperatures. 

3.2.6 The effect of gas composition 

The effect of gas composition on the cell performance was studied under different operating 

temperatures from 500-600 oC. Fig. 10 shows the typical discharge profile of the cell prepared in 

optimal conditions and tested at furnace temperature of 600 oC under different ratios of methane 

to oxygen. A common trend has been observed in which Rmix=2 gives the best and Rmix=0.6 

gives the worst cell performance. The similar results were obtained at 550 oC and 500 oC. The 

influence of the gas composition on the OCV is presented in Figure 11. At 500 oC, the OCV is 

almost unchanged with Rmix. With the increase of the temperature, a tendency of slight increase 

of OCV with Rmix can be observed. The maximum value of OCV is obtained at Rmix=2, 

independent on furnace temperatures. As we know, Rmix=2 corresponds to the stoichiometric 

composition of the gas mixture for the partial oxidation of methane according to the following 

reaction:  

CH4 + 1/2O2    �   2H2 + CO 

This reaction is expected to occur on the anode catalyst followed by the complete electro-

oxidation of the syngas (H2 +CO). With the decrease of Rmix, the oxygen-rich mixture will 

enhance the non-electrochemical combustion of methane, reduce the oxygen partial pressure 



differential between the electrodes and hence the OCV. Similarly, fuel-rich mixtures will 

decrease the oxygen partial pressure at the cathode and therefore the cell voltage. Our 

observation (maximum OCV values appear at Rmix=2) is consistent with previous studies of 

anode-supported SC-SOFCs including Ni-La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Fe0.5O3-δ-YSZ/YSZ/LSM cells [36], 

Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM cells [19, 37], Pd-Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9-Ni/ Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9/Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3 cells [10], 

and Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-SDC cells [38]. This result is contrast to some reports in the literature 

where the porous electrolyte was used in SC-SOFCs [29]. It was proposed that the diffusion of 

hydrogen from the anode to the cathode through the pores electrolyte could lower the oxygen 

partial pressure at the cathode side and thus decrease the OCV. Therefore in their cases, OCV 

increases when Rmix is reduced because of less hydrogen diffusion. 

3.2.7 The effect of cathode area 

Another important factor that has dramatic effect on the cell performance is the area ratio of 

cathode to anode. However few researchers take into account of this factor in the literature. 

Chung and al. and Suzuki et al. reported that using a cathode with a geometric area significantly 

less than that of the anode can enhance the power density [39, 40]. To illustrate the effect of 

cathode area, several test cells with different area ratio of cathode to anode have been prepared. 

The anode area is fixed at 2.83 cm2 and the cathode area (S) was 0.36 cm2, 0.95 cm2 and 2.27 

cm2, respectively. The ratio of cathode area to anode area (rc/ra) is 0.13, 0.34 and 0.80. As it can 

be seen in Fig.12, the power density increases gently with the decrease of rc/ra. The peak power 

density varies from 260 mW cm-2 to 210 mW cm-2 when the cathode area increases from 0.36 

cm2 to 2.27 cm2. This result is consistent with the relevant research of Chung et al. and Suzuki et 

al., but less severely attenuation of the power density was found in our cells as that observed in 

literature [39, 40]. This can be attributed to the well optimized processing technology and the 



careful control of electrode microstructure, thus the effect of the area ratio on the normalized 

power density enhancement is less pronounced. Considering the real application in a stack, the 

area ratio of the cathode to anode should be as closer as to 1. Further comparison was made with 

our previous work using the rc/ra = 0.80. In the previous work, a test cell was prepared with 

porous electrolyte in 50 µm thickness (with cathode area 2.27 cm2), and the peak power density 

reached 160 mW cm-2 at 600oC for Rmix=0.6. The current result shows an increase of 50 mW in 

the power density and the OCV improves from 0.67V to 0.88V. Although it is not obliged to use 

densified electrolyte in SC-SOFC (as it is always to be high-lighted as one of the merits in SC-

SOFC), our result indicates that the electrolyte density is beneficial for improving the cell 

performance. This may be due to the improved ion conductivity in the densified electrolyte and 

at the same time the blocking effect of the direct diffusion of syngas from anode to cathode. 

Further decrease in the thickness of the electrolyte in current cell would lead to much promising 

results.  

 

4. Conclusions 

Anode-supported fuel cells with NiO-CGO (60:40 wt%) anode, CGO electrolyte and LSCF-

CGO cathode were fabricated and tested under methane-air mixtures. Preparation condition of 

the cathode, electrolyte thickness, and testing conditions were found to play strong roles in fuel 

cells overall behavior. In this work, the best processing condition is LSCF-CGO (70:30 wt%) 

cathode with 30 µm thickness and sintered at 1100 oC for 2h. A Rmix = 2 gas mixture leads to 

improved performance and the maximum power density is 260 mW cm-2 at 600 oC. Electrolyte 

thickness is another important parameter for the SC-SOFC. The maximum power density 



increases from 162 mW cm-2 to 260 mW cm-2 when the electrolyte thickness decreases from 

300µm to 150µm. 
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Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1: SEM images of cross-section view of Ni-CGO/CGO/LSCF-CGO cell (a), magnified CGO 

electrolyte (b), surface of the LSCF-CGO cathode (c) and surface of the Ni-CGO anode (d). 
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Fig. 2: I-V and I-P curves for cells with different thickness of electrolyte test at 600 oC for 

Rmix=2. 
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Fig. 3: I-V and I-P curves at 600 oC under a CH4/air mixture with a CH4:O2 ratio of 2:1 for cells 

with LSCF-CGO cathodes sintered at different temperatures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 4: SEM images of top-view of LSCF-CGO composite  cathode sintered at different 

temperatures for 2 hours: (a)1000 oC, (b) 1050 oC, (c)1100 oC . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 5: I-V and I-P curves at 600 oC under a CH4/air mixture with a CH4:O2 ratio of 2:1 for cells 

with LSCF-CGO cathodes with different thickness. 
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Fig. 6: SEM images of cross-section of the LSCF-CGO composite  cathode with different layers: 

(a) one layer, (b) two layers. 

 

 

 



Fig. 7: I-V and I-P curves at 600 oC under a CH4/air mixture with a CH4:O2 ratio of 2:1 for cells 

with LSCF-CGO cathodes in various CGO weight fractions. 
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Fig. 8: Exothermic effect (∆T = Telectrode-Tfurnace) for the cell measurement at different Rmix. 
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Fig. 9: I-V and I-P curves of the typical fuel cell testing under different temperature (furnace),  

Rmix=2.  
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Fig. 10: I-V and I-P curves of the typical fuel cell testing under different Rmix at 600 oC. 
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Fig. 11: The OCV of the cell under different Rmix at different temperature. 
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Fig. 12: I-V and I-P curves of the typical fuel cell with different cathode area testing under Rmix 

=2 at 600 oC. 
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